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Description:
Drawing on many years of Marcan studies, world-class scholar R. T. France has produced an exegetical commentary on the Greek text of Mark
that does what the best of recent Greek commentaries have done but in Frances own inimitable, reader-friendly way.This work is a commentary
on Mark itself, not a commentary on commentaries of Mark. It deals immediately and directly with matters that France himself regards as

important. Working from his own translation of the Greek text and culling from helpful research into the world of first-century Palestine, France
provides an extensive introduction to Marks Gospel, followed by insightful section and verse commentary.France sees the structure of Marks
Gospel as an effective drama in three acts. Act 1 takes up Jesus public ministry in Galilee. Act 2 covers Jesus journey to Jerusalem with his
disciples. Act 3 focuses on Jesus public ministry in Jerusalem, including his confrontation with the Jewish leaders, his explanatory discourse on the
future, and his passion, death, and resurrection. France carefully unpacks for modern readers the two central themes of this powerful narrative of
Jesus life -- the nature of Christ and the role of discipleship.Supported by careful argumentation and impressive in its sensitivity to Marks structure,
context, and use of the Old Testament, Frances study of the second Gospel is without peer.

Preaching through the Gospels is one of the best things for the a church, presenting Christ just as the Bible does. For my first foray into preaching a
Gospel, I choose Mark because my congregation is gentile, just like the intended primary audience of Mark (written to Roman Christians). As I
dug in to my studies, I quickly found that there is a dearth of exegetical resources on Mark, it seems that most Commentaries tend toward the
explanatory or the expositional, not the exegetical. However, as the name of the series implies the NIGNT volume on Mark focuses on the Greek
text, not only the grammar but also the textual issues and to a lesser degree the lexical issues and has proven an invaluable resource for sermon
preparation. More so than some of the other volumes in the series, Frances volume on Mark assumes a firm command of the Greek language, so it
probably is less than helpful to those who havent invested the time to learn the biblical languages. But if you are serious about preaching verse by
verse through Mark, it really is a must have resource.
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